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The Filipino martial arts (FMA) have a long and well-established history that 
has resulted in a global respect and reputation for highly effective combative 
strategies and techniques against diverse weapons and empty hand encoun-
ters. Often generally termed the FMA, these combative arts from the Philip-
pines are known by several names, including Arnis, Escrima, Eskrima or Kali. 
Regardless of the name applied to specific systems, there are several generic attrib-
utes that set these arts apart from the martial practices of other countries.  The clear 
majority of the FMA systems begin practice with impact or bladed weapons 
early on in training and can include solo baston (single stick), doble baston (dou-
ble sticks), espada (sword), espada y daga (sword and knife), barraw (knife), 
tungkod (staff), flexible weapons including lubid (rope) or kadena (chain) and 
projectile weapons, such as barya (coins) or bato (stones).  The skills and attributes 
developed from the practice of weapons techniques translate to a wide range of 
empty hand applications, which are often very explosive and destructive at close range.

The Matrix Approach is a framework of 
functional mathematical analysis that 
enables the participant to select, combine, 
access and apply the core techniques of the 
Art. The process of developing a mathemati-
cal matrix start with the selection of ten core 
techniques.  These techniques are then 
numbered from one to ten and set out in a 
mathematical matrix which is ten squares 
by ten squares in size.  This framework 
provides a clear structure to combine 
any of the ten techniques with any other 
within the matrix, providing one hundred 
combinations generated from the ten core 
techniques. . 

Diligent practice of this method facilitates the fluid and speedy 
transition between core techniques and the ability to access selected 
methods that flow from a wide range of positions and other techniques.  
Furthermore, the Matrix Approach provides a vehicle for further analysis across 
weapon categories and into the empty hand combative techniques of the FMA.



DEVELOPING THE MATRIX
TECHNIQUE SELECTION

The process of developing the Matrix is simple and begins with the selection of five 
core techniques that start from the abierta (open) position. These techniques may 
be established core moves within the system, or selection may be based on the 
personal preferences of the practitioner.  Once satisfied with the initial list of five 
techniques that start from the abierta position, the next stage is to select the equivalent 
techniques that start from the serrada position. The practitioner now has a list of ten 
core techniques that can be split into five pairs for the purpose of further analysis and 
can be allocated numbers from one to ten.  This process and structure now forms the 
basis of the Matrix Approach and the framework of functional mathematical analysis.

It should be noted that the process of selection, analysis, synthesis and evaluation 
is iterative and within this cycle, techniques may be removed, replaced or totally 
rejected. It is also possible to create several different Matrices to embrace the different 
elements of the chosen Art.  These options are left open for the reader to assess and use 
at their discretion and according to their individual developmental needs within the Art.



A selection of five techniques that 
start from the abierta (open) position.

Abierta Bagsak - Open side 
downward diagonal strike

Abierta Angullo Isa - Open side 
Angle 1 strike

Abierta Planchada - Open side 
horizontal strike

Abierta Boklis - Open side upward 
diagonal strike

Abierta Tusok - Open side thrust



The next step in selecting techniques for inclusion within the Matrix Approach 
is to consider the counterparts of the first five selected core techniques that will 
now begin from the serrada (closed position).  This will now provide a range of 
five techniques that can commence from either the open or closed chamber.



A selection of five techniques that start 
from the serrada (closed) position.

Serrada Bagsak - Closed side 
downward diagonal strike

Serrada Angullo Apat - Closed side 
Angle 4 strike

Serrada Planchada - Closed side 
horizontal strike

Serrada Boklis - Closed side upward 
diagonal strike

Serrada Tusok - Closed side thrust

The ten techniques are now paired and numbers as indicated below:

1. Abierta Bagsak

2. Serrada Bagsak

3. Abierta Angullo Isa

4. Serrada Angullo Apat

5. Abierta Planchada

6. Serrada Planchada

7. Abierta Boklis

8. Serrada Boklis

9. Abierta Tusok

10 Serrada Tusok



Using the Matrix Approach diagram above, the practitioner now has 
the option to access any of the core techniques from any other core 
technique and has a total of 100 two-technique combinations to practice.

The Matrix Approach provides a framework for ongoing 
exploration and discovery, as well as a highly structured method of training and 
applying the core techniques of the chosen martial art.   The techniques 
presented in this Insights Edition are purely selected to demonstrate   the 
framework and should  be replaced to suit the needs of the individual practitioner.

The Matrix Approach Diagram - 100 Combinations



NEXT STEPS
LOOKING BEYOND THE BASICS

Beyond the  development of the Matrix Approach to generate 100 combinations 
from  the original five core techniques, the framework can be creatively applied 
across many categories of training.  Some examples include:

Doble Baston - Double Sticks

Espada y Daga - Sword and Dagger

Tungkod - Short Staff (two-hand end grip)

Sunkod - Long Staff (two-hand middle grip)

Pangamut - Empty hand striking and grappling




